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Way 21 - Aligned IS plan and project priorities 
H.L. van Hensbergen 

 

For any strategy to succeed, there needs to consensus amongst the senior management as to what 

the company as a whole is working towards. Companies with a well-defined vision outperform those 

who don’t formulate one. The same goes for the implementation of Information Systems, they need 

to be aligned to the bigger vision and strategy of the organization implementing them. 

In order to be able to prioritize the right projects and allocate your resources in the right information 

projects a vision needs to be formulated. In his 1996 paper on the matter of vision J. Collins identified 

3 elements that together account for a company’s vision1: 

1. an organization's fundamental reason for existence beyond just making money (often called its 

mission or purpose),  

1.1. Examples: ING, Ahold, Sony Europe, Sara Lee 

2. its timeless unchanging core values,  

2.1. Examples: Merck, Google, Accenture, Microsoft 

3. huge and audacious -but ultimately achievable- aspirations for its own future. 

3.1. Examples: IBM Research, Merck, Ahold, Phillip Morris 

 

In order to formulate the Vision it is best to gather the senior management together in a private, 

relaxed and informal environment where they can share ideas and formulate a shared vision of the 

company.  Involving lower levels of management and employees can also be beneficial due to their 

different view of the organization. 

Once these shared visions have been formulated they can be compared to earlier developed lists of 

projects [Way 20] and/or lists of new future acts and events [Way 19] to prioritize those that will lead 

to the best utilization of resources within the organization. As Walter Beats said: “It is generally 

accepted that one of the key factors for successful IS planning and implementation is the close 

linkage of the IS strategy with business strategy. However in practice this linkage is not yet well 

established.” Using the above methodology should make sure that implemented projects are aligned 

with the business strategy  

http://www.endeavor.org.br/wp-content/themes/endeavor/downloads/artigos/visao.pdf
http://www.ing.com/group/showdoc.jsp?docid=074233_EN&menopt=abo|mis
http://www.ahold.com/en/about/vision
http://presscentre.sony.eu/content/detail.aspx?NewsAreaId=29&ReleaseID=4486
http://www.saralee.com/AboutSaraLee/OurMission.aspx
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/Insight/ViewContentServlet?Filename=/published/emeraldfulltextarticle/pdf/0070370703.pdf
http://merck.com/about/our-values/home.html?WT.svl=mainnav
http://www.google.com/intl/en/corporate/tenthings.html
http://www.accenture.com/Global/About_Accenture/Company_Overview/OurCoreValues.htm
http://www.microsoft.com/about/en/us/default.aspx
http://caplix.com/pdf/Turning%20Goals%20Into%20Results.pdf
http://domino.research.ibm.com/comm/research_projects.nsf/pages/dar.Mission.html
http://merck.com/about/views-and-positions/healthcare-reform/home.html
http://www.ahold.com/en/about/strategy/building-our-brands
http://www.philipmorrisusa.com/en/cms/Responsibility/Reducing/Reducing_Our_Environmental_Impact/default.aspx?src=top_nav
http://www.jstor.org/stable/257085?seq=4
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=MImg&_imagekey=B6VG3-45NBC4B-2K-1&_cdi=6027&_user=499905&_pii=096386879290036V&_origin=search&_coverDate=09%2F30%2F1992&_sk=999989995&view=c&wchp=dGLbVtz-zSkzS&md5=6d9adf6ccb3b64b2aa85652b493ac6df&ie=/sdarticle.pdf
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=MImg&_imagekey=B6VG3-45NBC4B-2K-1&_cdi=6027&_user=499905&_pii=096386879290036V&_origin=search&_coverDate=09%2F30%2F1992&_sk=999989995&view=c&wchp=dGLbVtz-zSkzS&md5=6d9adf6ccb3b64b2aa85652b493ac6df&ie=/sdarticle.pdf
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=MImg&_imagekey=B6VG3-45NBC4B-2K-1&_cdi=6027&_user=499905&_pii=096386879290036V&_origin=search&_coverDate=09%2F30%2F1992&_sk=999989995&view=c&wchp=dGLbVtz-zSkzS&md5=6d9adf6ccb3b64b2aa85652b493ac6df&ie=/sdarticle.pdf
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=MImg&_imagekey=B6VG3-45NBC4B-2K-1&_cdi=6027&_user=499905&_pii=096386879290036V&_origin=search&_coverDate=09%2F30%2F1992&_sk=999989995&view=c&wchp=dGLbVtz-zSkzS&md5=6d9adf6ccb3b64b2aa85652b493ac6df&ie=/sdarticle.pdf

